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Attending This Premier marcus evans
Conference Will Enable You to:
• Understand the benefits of embedding social media in your

reputation management
• Integrate online communication with the business and key

internal functions
• Monitor and manage reputation with different target publics
• Overcome the challenge of measuring social media presence

and communication results
• Combine traditional media and alternative channels in

the most suitable manner for your company
• Identify emerging issues by driving online communication

to act as a radar
• Network and engage with the online environment
• Demonstrate and measure the value of your work in

managing and building reputation
• Map out a good communication plan to match your

stakeholder expectations
• Leverage online as a valuable tool to confirm and extend

brand awareness
• Control your reputation risk factor by communicating

around it

Learn from Key Practical Case Studies:
• Sony smoothly builds its reputation on a long term

business vision
• Dell shapes its reputation communication according to

online listening results
• UniCredit leverages the impact of reputation on business

growth
• NHS proactively engage stakeholders in their online external

communication campaigns
• Syngenta savvily splits accountability for online

communications among key business functions
• JTI focuses on changing the perception of an entire industry

and sets a corporate brand
• Sanofi-aventis communicates around industry risks and

ensures a transparent global presence
• Van Marcke Group defines a solid base of social media

guidelines to support its online presence
• Telecom Italia aligns traditional and online media as

the internet takes over
• Volvo Group efficiently manages reputation in different

online communities

London, UK

9th – 10th June 2011

Online Reputation Management
Secure and Leverage Your Reputation Through a Mix of New Communication
Channels and Best Practices 

 



Day 1

9th June 2011

08.30 Registration

09.00 Chair’s Opening Address

Médard Schoenmaeckers
Head of Media Relations
Syngenta

09.10 Keynote Session
Online Branding and Gradual Reputation Construction – Building
a Long Term Vision
• Engaging people into building your online value proposition 
• Ensuring gradual web exposure and allowing people to create a relationship

with your brand
• Giving the relevant employees the right to publish online content on behalf

of the company
• Making the entire business accountable and responsible 

Nick Sharples
Director of Corporate Communications
Sony

VALUING REPUTATION AND MAXIMISING ITS IMPACT ON
THE BUSINESS

09.55 Case Study
Reputation as a Key Asset to Business Growth – Maximising
Your Value Proposition
• Creating value through reputation – Boosting overall brand perception
• Understanding the impact of reputation on business results and securing

the internal buy-in
• Positioning reputation at the top of a corporate priority list
• Driving a global presence of the corporate identity

Antonella Massari
Head of Group Identity and Communications
UniCredit Group

10.40 Morning Coffee and Networking Break

11.00 Case Study
Proactive Corporate Website Management – Pulling Together
Efficient Online Elements for External Communications
• Building in company blogs, e-press rooms, e-reports, forums and customer

support centres
• Initialising social media and maintaining this platform active
• Selecting sources and topics which have most influence on stakeholders
• Conveying a consistent and transparent message to the target audience
• Monitoring PR and collecting feedback from external input on the website

Colin Douglas
Director of Communications
NHS

11.45 Case Study
Creating Web Media Response through Strategic Brand Exposure
• Identifying the online platforms with the most relevant reach for the business
• Addressing the general public, special publics and online social communities

to consolidate reputation
• Taking advantage of the viral flow of information to achieve speedy

communication to target receivers 

Ian Andersen
External Communications Adviser,
Directorate General for Interpretation
European Commission

12.30 Luncheon

ALIGNING SOCIAL MEDIA WITH TRADITIONAL COMMUNICATION
PRACTICES AND KEY BUSINESS FUNCTIONS

13.30 Keynote Speech
Integrating Online Platforms in the Business and Sharing
Accountability with Other Key Internal Functions
• Aligning online media and communications with work and priorities of

the external and internal communications, marketing, operations and sales
functions

• Ensuring commitment and smooth collaboration within the organisational
structure

• Implementing identification planning cycles for all stakeholders
• Considering the impact of reputation on employees, investors and customers
• Rendering communication easy to access and transparent

Médard Schoenmaeckers
Head of Media Relations
Syngenta

14.15 Interactive Discussion
Online Listening and Strategic Response

The session will start with a presentation reflecting BT best practices in
integrating online with the existing communication infrastructure and ensuring
a continuous platform and content management in the long run.
• Having a clear objective
• Listening before acting
• The practical side of social media - Building it into the framework of

your business
• Growing your strategy out to build a cohesive presence

The example of successfully positioning the corporate image in an online
environment will be followed by a discussion addressing the following issues:
• Where does social media sit in a large organisation?
• How can we move beyond soft metrics?
• Does social scalability pose a problem for enterprises?

Facilitator:

Bian Salins
Head of Social Media Innovation
Customer Service
BT

15.15 Afternoon Tea and Networking Break

REPUTATION RISK MANAGEMENT 

15.30 Panel Discussion
Substance, Transparency and Consistency in Risk Communication
• Managing content and platforms in risk communication
• Speaking with “one voice” internally and externally 
• Strategically choosing transparency to locking down information so as

to diminish attack risks
• Designating a “community officer” to hold all elements together

Facilitator:

Médard Schoenmaeckers
Head of Media Relations
Syngenta

16.10 Case Study
Educating Brand Ambassadors to Promote the Corporate Entity
Rather than the Product
• Mitigating communication risks through a clever internal reputation policy
• Identifying the most influential people in your company and giving them

the right to speak on behalf of the company
• Developing a circle of influence among your exposed employees –

Give them visibility and status as thought leaders
• Promoting transparency in communication as corporate citizens –

Philanthropy, CSR campaigns and legal compliance
• Creating guidelines for employee behaviour and facilitating

the understanding of your ethical contribution

Kateryna Zasukha
Head of Communications
JTI

16.50 Case Study
Reputation Risk Management and Communication
• Rebuilding reputation in a post-crisis environment
• Planning and implementing thought risk management strategies
• Assessing crisis consequences on stakeholders and identifying the corrective

approaches to be taken
• Highlighting the dos and don'ts of crisis communications with an impact on

company reputation
• Getting an insight into potential future challenges to tackle

Tatiana Galkova
Director of Communications
Sanofi-aventis

17.30 Closing Remarks from the Chair

17.40 End of Day One



Day 2

10th June 2011

Business Development Opportunities:
Does your company have solutions or technologies that the conference
delegates would benefit from knowing? If so, you can find out more about
the exhibiting, networking and branding opportunities available
by contacting: 
Thomas Dunn, marcus evans Prague, Sponsorship Manager
Tel.: +420 255 707 225
Email: thomasd@marcusevanscz.com

08.30 Registration

09.00 Chair’s Opening Address

Ricardo Adame
Corporate Vice President, Global Public Relations
AVG Technologies

SOCIAL MEDIA AND DIGITAL PR

09.10 Keynote Session
Getting into the Game of Communicating through Social Media:
Not an Option, but a Must
• Breaking geographical boundaries by going online 
• Gaining an insight into the opportunities social media opens up to

companies
• Exposing and building awareness of a global brand
• Being present on well-chosen social platforms – Aligning channels

to business objectives

Ricardo Adame
Corporate Vice President, Global Public Relations
AVG Technologies

09.55 Case Study
Setting Communication Standards and Guidelines in Using
Social Media
• Being aware of the impact social media may have on your company image
• Defining a social media policy – What does this mean?
• Allowing corporate presence on social media platforms and matching such

initiatives to employee common sense and integrity
• Keeping control over what, when, how and by whom is being

communicated

Philippe Borremans
Chief Social Media Officer
Van Marcke Group

10.40 Morning Coffee and Networking Break

BUILDING POSITIVE ONLINE REPUTATION

11.00 Case Study
Applying Traditional Reputation Management Approaches to
the Online Environment
• Assessing common practices in traditional and online media relations
• Delivering powerful messages in the right format, at the right time and via

the right channels, pending on the target audiences
• Driving engagement and action in a highly dynamic arena

Carlo Fornaro
Head of Group External Relations
Telecom Italia

WEB COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT 

11.45 Case Study
Online Community Management and Reputation Communication
• Considering online communities to be reputation influencers
• Adapting community communications to drive positive reputation and high-

impact brand perception
• Reaching out to closed communities and niche target audiences 
• Overcoming corporate communication boundaries and becoming practical

and straightforward communicators

Dirk de Muynck
Director, Global Reputation Management
Volvo Group

12.30 Luncheon

13.30 Panel Discussion
Consolidating and Extending Brand Awareness – Online Media
beyond Marketing
• Turning your online presence into a positive corporate statement
• Bridging the gaps in geographical presence through an online global reach
• Shifting branding responsibilities from marketing  and communication to all

departments
• Carrying out global communication campaigns that deliver impact and raise

the brand awareness

Facilitator:

Ricardo Adame
Corporate Vice President, Global Public Relations
AVG Technologies

14.15 Case Study
Online Community and Stakeholder Communications in
a Major NGO
• Making the most of online communication platforms to reach out

to different stakeholder groups
• Communicating differently with a large number of target groups
• Embedding online communication in day-to-day activities – Staying neutral

and transparent
• Rendering communication less formal and making sure everyone has

a voice
• Balancing the need to communicate and the risk of continuing to be

present in specific environments

Polly Markandya 
Head of Communications
Médecins Sans Frontières

15.00 Afternoon Tea and Networking break

ONLINE REPUTATION MEASUREMENT

15.20 Case Study
Web Listening – Measuring and Reporting Online Media
Response 
• Capturing stakeholder reactions and feedback from the online world with

the aid of well-chosen tools
• Building a straightforward measurement and reporting campaign to

integrate with existing communication processes – Third party cooperation
• Defining an accurate response strategy and measuring results post

campaign
• Creating a cost effective portfolio of tools to generate and assess results in

real time
• Reporting and re-using online feedback to build appropriate response

Kerry Bridge
Global Digital Media Communications, EMEA
Dell

16.05 Closing Remarks from the Chair

16.15 End of Conference


